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Optimization of a Pressure-Treating Process
Abstract
A company that pressure-treats wood wants to minimize its annual cost without using more than 250
days of operation per year. In addition, they want to find the corresponding value of time, batches and
cost for each category. We develop an expression in terms of boards per batch to model the total cost of
the treatment process. We then take the derivative and use Newton's Method to find the number of boards
per batch that minimizes total cost.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
A company pressure

treats wood and wishes to produce

treated boards per year using

a batch process. The time required for each batch is proportional to the number of boards
treated in each batch and is 4 hours for a batch size of

boards. The set up and discharge

times for each batch are negligible. Costs associated with the process are:
Labor: $

/hr during the batch processing time

Set-up costs:

($/batch)

Annual cost of the processing equipment:
Cost of chemicals:

($/yr)

($/batch)

A maximum of one batch per day can be run and a maximum of 250 days per year of
operation are available.
1. What is the number of boards per batch that will minimize the annual cost? What is the
corresponding batch time and number of batches per year?
2. What are the corresponding annual labor, set-up, equipment and chemical costs, and the
total annual cost ($/yr)?

Figure 2: Images of a wood pressure treating facility.
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MOTIVATION
The problem we consider falls under the category of industrial engineering and focuses
on conducting manufacturing and managing commercial enterprises with efficiency. It is a
problem that focuses on the total annual cost of a pressure-treating company who produces
treated boards of wood. The company needs to find the optimal amount of labor, set-up,
equipment and chemical costs to minimize its total annual expenditures.
It is essential to recognize that cost is a result of a specific decision made. Every benefit
has a cost and it is n

total operating cost. There are

different types of cost, such as relevant cost (arise from decisions) and irrelevant cost (occur
regardless of the decision) and short term and long-term costs.
The objective of this project is to analyze every cost that a pressure treatment company
may incur and minimize this cost in order for the company to work at its maximum efficiency.

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH
We first develop an expression for the total cost the company incurred over the year. We
are given that the time needed for the pressure treating process in proportional to the number of
board per batch, thus
(1)
where

represents the number of boards per batch, represents time in hours, and

constant. Since we know it takes four hours to complete a batch of
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is some

boards we can conclude:
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.
It is known that the company wishes to produce

(2)

treated boards per year. Therefore, we

use the following relationship to obtain an equation for the number of batches, , that will
minimize the annual cost. We have:
.

(3)

Combining all the costs the company sustains yields an expression for the total annual cost:
.

(4)

We use (2) and (3) to rewrite (4) as,
.

(5)

We differentiate (5) to see:
.
Now to find the value of

(6)

that minimizes total annual cost we need to find a root of equation

(6).

, which states:
(7)

We are interested in the value of

that gives

, so we have,

.
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We conclude that the total annual cost is minimized when

. Refer to the Appendix

to view the calculations for
enhanced view.
Now that we know the optimal value of

we are in position to answer the initial

questions. Equation (2) gives the time per batch,
number of batches

, while equation (3) gives the total

. From these values we summarize the optimal costs for this

company in Table 1 below.

Cost

Formula

Amount

Annual Labor Cost
Equipment Cost
Set-up Cost
Chemical Cost
Annual Total Cost
Table 1: Breakdown of optimal operating costs.

DISCUSSION

also needed to identify their corresponding batch time and number of batches per year that
minimized the annual cost. For this to take place, it was beneficial to find the number of boards
per batch that contributed to minimizing the annual cost.
The objective of the company was accomplished as cost was minimized. The total annual
cost was calculated to be

and the company minimized its cost in

operation. In addition, the corresponding batch time was
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hours per batch. It was necessary to
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analyze this information in order to calculate the corresponding cost for each category in the
company.
Every cost that the company incurred over the year was presented by a category and
every category was presented by an equation in different units. It was important to develop a
relationship and therefore an expression for total annual cost, where we would be able to use
time per batch and number of batches, to eventually obtain total annual cost.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In conclusion, it is acceptable to say that this project touched on an essential aspect of
engineering; being a creative thinker and solving problems in an efficient way, which in
industrial engineering mostly deals with cost and the optimization of systems and enterprises.
The
goal was accomplished in 247 days and met the objective of the company. The purpose in
minimizing the cost in a maximum of 250 days could be a result of numerous reasons such as,
rental fees or also a contract agreement. Other goals the company proposed were to produce
500,000 treated boards per year and this was the reason for implementing this in the equation for
number of batches.
This project requires a very clear understanding of calculus. Our approach involved
developing an expression for the total annual cost and using

to find the root of

the expression; it is an easy and efficient method to find a root of a real valued function.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol
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Definition

Units

Total Annual Cost

Dollars/Year

Number of batches

N/A

Time per batch

Hours/Batch

Number of boards per batch

Boards/Batch

Change in

Boards/Batch
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APPENDIX NEWTON S METHOD

Figure 1: Graphical (above) and numerical (below) representations
for finding the root of
.
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